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San Francisco 2, California

Subject: Fillmore Center Report

Dear Mr. Murdoch:

The Fillmore Center Study, consisting of the accompanying
report and the plans, diagrams and perspective drawings
previously submitted, is now complete subject to your ap-
proval .

We value highly the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency ^s

invitation to participate in this new approach to the
planning of an urban center. The competent and stimulat-
ing assistance of the Agency *s staff has been of continuing
benefit to the study.

The Fillmore Merchants and Improvement Association has
brought thoughtful consideration to the problems of the
Fillmore Center and has provided a testing ground for
basic concepts and many details of the urban design.

We make this submittal with appreciation for the oppor-
tunity we have had to work with the San Francisco Re-
development Agency.

Sincerely,

Burton L. Rockwell'
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INTRODUCTION

The Consultants have been retained to prepare an urhan

design for the Fillmore Center.

The urban design makes proposals for circulation^ land use^

and the overall scale and character of the Fillmore area.

These proposals are supported with specific recommendations

for architectural treatment, landscaping_, street surfaces_,

pedestrian ways, parking, street firmitiire, and sign co-

ordination. It is anticipated that the complete design will

serve as a basis for (l) redevelopment policy, (2) terms of

negotiation in land disposition, and (3) review and approval

of developers' proposals.

The new Center is designed to fit the framework of community

change, to be a good neighbor to both old and new, and to

provide focus for shoppers from the Western Addition Community

Area. Complementing the Center's commercial function are

several community facilities and approximately 200 new resi-

dential units.

The Center is designed to display a strong identity, to be

recognized and recalled as a busy and pleasant place, to be

an attraction to shoppers, and to be a source of profit to

the merchants and pride to the entire community.





BACKGROUND AND SETTING

History of the Fillmore Commercial District*

The Fillmore District prior to World War II was the major shopping area

in the Western Addition. Long-time residents of San Francisco vill recall

that Fillmore Street itself was physically identified by overhead lights

on arches at intersections expending from Fulton to Sacramento Street, Ac-

tually the Fillmore commercial district achieved its maximum size within

a very short period following the earthquake and fire of 1906 . For a tem-

porary interval it virtually supplanted the downtown district and carried

on that district's function until the reconstruction of the central business

district. The following quotation discussing the aftermath of the fire is

revealing :
—

-

For the time being, Fillmore Street, in the population-
swollen Western Addition, became the principal business
street of San Francisco.. Already a commercial artery in
a small way, it now had the advantage of possessing one
of the few undamaged car lines in the city, a service con-
necting with the Mission District, There was also a good
deal of vacant frontage on the street » Eveiy empty lot
soon swarmed with workmen hammering together light frame
structures to house the leading mercantile establishments
of the city. Restaurants, theaters, saloons, and hotels
opened alongside the stores, giving the streets the lively,
tawdry aspects of the main stem of a frontier boom town.

The 'sights- of Fillmore Street became, indeed, so magnetic
that within three months Oakland papers were complaining of
the loss of business to this new gay way.**

In the period between World War I. and World War II, the Western Addition

contained a heterogeneous population which included many residents of

* This section is from San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, Fillmore Shopping
- Center Preliminary Economic Analysis , May 19^2, pp. 1 and 2.

** Mel Scott, The San Francisco Bay Area (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University
of California Press, 1959) , P- HI-

-2-





Japanese, Russian, or Filipino descent. A sizeable segment of the eomnrunity

was made up of members of tbe Jewish faith from various national origins.

By and large the community was occupied by families of moderate incomes.

Most of the commercial district's customers were residents of the Western

Addition during this period, and many of the merchants in the commercial

area catered to the particular market of the resident group. A few res-

taurants and specialized food stores drew trade from a larger area.

Tbe onset of World War II witnessed sudden chariges in the population com-

position and income levels of residents of the Western Addition. It also

marked the beginning of a rapid decline in the Fillmore Commercial District c

Geography

The Fillmore District is part of the Western Addition which lies in a valley

approximately or^ mile sq.uare . From the nearby hills, a number of homes

look down into the areao The Center area can be clearly seen for a con-

siderable distance along Fillmore in either direction.

Population

The prerenewal population of the second Western Addition Redevelopment Area--

called Area 2—is about 17^000 persons » The population after renewal is

expected to be almost 19,000 persons. To the extent that moderate -priced

private housing is included in the renewal area, it is possible that many

present residents will be future residents. However, the displacements

caused by the renewal process will result in many new families. The pop-

ulation in adjoining areas of higher -income housing will be different from





the population in those areas which patronized the Fillmore area prior

to redevelopment. The public housing near the Center which will remain

will preserve the need for commercial developments to serve low-income

families. Thus, it is expected that population to he served by the New

Fillmore Center will be of mixed incomes but that the majority will be

of moderate income. A Fillmore Center attractively developed with a

variety of facilities for recreation and relaxation can become a true

community center.

As stated in the Wenzlick Report there is a housing market of special

interest provided by single persons and elderly persons. A provision

for studio apartments would draw persons in these categories to the area.

The following paragraph quoted from the Wenzlick Report refers to Western

Addition Area 2 as a whole but is particularly pertinent to the Fillmore

area

:

A central city location with good public transportation
facilities has a general appeal for many types of people.
Proximity to downtown sources of employment and places of
recreation should have special appeal for single persons.

The location provides many of the conveniences desired by
elderly persons, such as shopping, churches, and parks.
Many families who now seek housing in other areas because
of the lack of new housing in a new environment could be
attracted to the Project Area.*

Economic and Physical Condition

The present Fillmore commercial strip presents a picture of visual, struc-

tural, and economic deterioration. According to the economic consultants.

* Roy Wenzlick and Company, Land Utilization and Market Analysis ,

- September 17, I962, p. 2k.





this is characterized by a high vacancy rate, the conversion of some

retail space to other uses, and a lack of maintenance or modernization

in most of the building. The vacancy rate, based on total floor area,

is about 20 percent as compared with three to five percent which is

considered normal for a healthy shopping district.

Economic Expectations

The design program for the new Fillmore Center is based on economic

analyses prepared by the staff of the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency

and Roy Wenzlick and Company c Both analyses indicate the feasibility

of a community-type shopping center, which may serve from 110,000 to

150,000 people, as compared to a neighborhood center which serves up to

^4-0,000 people o

The anchor tenant of the community shopping center could be a large retail

establishment. The Wenzlick Report indicates that the Center will draw

from parts of the Richmond and Mission Districts in its secondary trade «

area. The Wenzlick Report has been the guide for determining the com-

mercial uses shown in the plan. A gross leasable floor area of up to

250,000 square feet is recommended for the center with parking provided

at a ratio of 1-^:1 or, roughly, between four and five cars per 1,000 square

feet of gross leasable area.

Existing Construction

The present center area is densely built up; largely with threev and footr-

story wood-frame apartment buildings » There are a number of churches and
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garages, several hotels, a warehouse, and other nonretail, nonresi-

dential uses. A few of these buildings are in good condition and

certain of them have been designated by the Agency as being of limited

or notable visual or historic interest. Unfortunately, those of most

visual interest are seldom the ones in the best, or even fair, condition.

The Center is screened from Geary Boulevard by a row of imposing brick

buildings—a synagogue, two auditoriums, and a hotel—^which lie outside

the area under design study. Across Webster Street there is to be a

garden apartment development; across Steiner, a new park; and across

Geary, the Japanese Cultural and Trade Center. Residential districts

to the south and west are scheduled for reconstmiction and for rehabil-

itation.

Easements over present rights of way must be maintained in order to pre-

serve existing utility mains and to provide access for fire and police

vehicles

.

Vehicular Traffic Patterns

The Fillmore area has a grid pattern of streets. Within this grid,

Fillmore Street is currently an important north-south path between the

Mission and the Marina, as well as one of the historic subcenters of the

City. However, the through traffic of Fillmore Street will be transferred

to a widened Webster Street which is to become a cross -town thoroughfare.

Geary Boulevard north of the Center is an east-west expressway, depressed

to pass under Fillmore Street.
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Turk Street, south of the Center,, vill "be widenei zz 'zezz-e ar. 5a5~-v3S-

throughvray. Thus, the Fillmore Center vill be cc-jziiei cn "hree siies 'zy

main thoroughfares. These vill provide direct access ir:z. :-r-.er 5e:-icn=

of the City.

The No. 22 bus line on Fillmore Street is well patronized, and, since

retention of bus service on Fillmore Street is one of '£B'j- eleze-.s

in the proposed design, the line vill contiiiue to be cr.e cf -be za.^rr

means of access to the Center. I- is expected -ha- b-j-sses re:i"-:irir^ ever-

head power lines will be phased out and replaced V.- free -r-irri.rLg veblcles.

Other inrporLant bus lines on Geary and Turk Street vill i=T;c5i- ~'z.zz^e7s

at the entrances of the Center.

Access on foot is convenient from surrounding resilez-ial r.eigbbcrbc -.-ia

attractive walkways. No major trafficvays intervene be-vee- "i^e "ez.-er

and the residential neighborhoods to the ves- . A pedestrian o'rerpass

crosses the Geaiy Expressway at Steiner Street, anl zz^ Jillz^cre 3-ree-

overpass carries pedestrian traffic across Geary.





DESCRIPTION OF THE URBAN DESIGN

A Clear Circulation Pattern

The Fillmore Center design permits foot, bus, and auto traffic to flow

conveniently along paths that are natural and readily understandable

.

Rather than shutting itself off from existing arrival patterns, the

center takes advantage of all means of access

o

Major expressvBys along three edges--Geary on the north, Webster on the

east, and Turk on the south--provide ready access to the Center from all

parts of the City. At the same time, through traffic bypasses the center

itself

o

Fillmore Street is the north-south core of the Center. Af1:er detailed

analysis of many alternatives, Fillmore Street is retained as both a

pedestrian and vehicular route » Althoiigh no parking will be permitted on

Fillmore within the Center, the street will carry two-way traffic oh lanes

of full width. The space saved through elimination of the parking lane

is used to allow for wider traffic lanes, a wider sidewalk, and landscaped

areas. The major advantage of retaining Fillmore Street as a vehicular

route—rather than converting it into a central pedestrian mall--is to

allow the bus -user to descend immediately into the center of activities.

He is not impeded by parked cars; he is given to understand that this is

a proper and intended way to arrive

.

In addition, Fillmore as a vehicular route permits visitors to experience

the attractiveness of the Center without leaving their cars. The presence

of additional persons on the street day and night provides an added element

of excitement, interest, and public supervision and safety.
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The urban design encourages the use of busses for access in many ways.

Convenient waiting shelter is provided, not only by the specially

designed structures, but by the arcades as well. Bus stops are located

to give a choice of direction to the arriving visitor. Limiting Fillmore

Street to bus traffic only may be examined as a future possibility after

the Center is in operation. The design provides valuable flexibility in

this regard.

Ellis Street, the main east-west street, is closed to auto traffic and

becomes a pedestrian mall. At its intersection with Fillmore Street,

the Center's nucleus, a busy plaza with stores on three sides, which pro-

vides a pleasant place for shoppers to rest, to watch other people, or to

meet a friend. It also provides a setting for outdoor fairs, commercial

events, and community activities. At Ellis Street across Webster is a

proposed footbridge, a link between the Center and residential areas to

the east. O'Farrell and Eddy Streets, the other two east-west streets

within the study area, are closed to through traffic, except for emergency

bypass use, but provide automobile access to parking lots. They also

serve as pedestrian paths into the Center. The approach along these walk-

ways, lined with small shops, provides an attractive counterpoint to the

pace and scale of Fillmore Street

.

Shopper parking is provided at four concentrated areas equally spaced through

the Center. These areas accommodate a total of 'Jlk cars and are accessible

along existing rights of way. They are screened from pedestrian view by
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fencing and landscaping,and trees planted within the lot area make the

walk from car to shop a pleasant experience « In most cases, stores can

he entered direct]^- from the parking areas « Service vehicles enter the

parking area and make deliveries at the rear cin°bo Parking at a one-to-

one ratio is provided for residential imits in separate parking areas

which may be entered from the boundary streets <=

The urban design shows all parking in uncovered lots, but each of the

four concentrations of parking space is sufficiently large to allow effi-

cient multilevel development should future parking demand make it economic

and desirable o

The expressways at the edges of the Center will bring potential customers

from other parts of the City. The urban design permits easy access from

these expressways to the local traffic pattern and easy return o A visitor

will have no difficulty finding his way to a parking area, and if the first

is full, he should easily find his way to the next- Parking areas reserved

for residents are served with separate entrances and exits to avoid the

annoyance to shoppers of forbidden yet empty spaces. The design is planned

to make signal lights and controls secondary--if needed at all- -to easy

circulation that takes care of itself.

Land Use and Urban Character

The Fillmore Center is designed to be unique.ly appropriate to the City,

incorporating a variety of land uses while respecting the characteristic

patterns of San Francisco.
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A city is characterized by a variety of uses in close proximity to

each other. A conjunction of coinmercial^ conmiun5,ty, and residential

uses assures built-in activity and liveliness throughout the day and

evening. Urbanity derives also from architectural aspects --rl^hm,

scale mass^ void--a seq.uence of spaces varied in plan and scaled to

the pedestrian- -some dense, busy, and enclosed and others tranquil and

open. The activities of people as well as buildings, streets, paths,

and open spaces are the raw materials of urban design. The Fillmore

Center program must weigh these factors to realize an urban design of

identity and distinction, with a vital urban personality. The chief

instrument in determining the urban character is the arrangement of

land use s

.

The land use concept of the Fillmore Center design concentrates commer-

cial activity along Fillmore and ElUs Streets at the center of the study

area and surrounds it with a continuous facade of housing along the borders.

Necessary parking is convenient at inconspicuous center block locations.

A commercial area surrounded only by a sea of asphalt for parking would

create a typical suburban shopping center. The urban character desired

would not then be possible. The need for housing, particularly moderate

-

priced private housing, makes residential development a suitable use for

the peripheral areas. Needed housing is provided and the fabric of the

City is restored so that the Fillmore Center fills its allotted area and

meets surrounding residential developments on compatible terms. The need

for large open areas for parking is reconciled with the sought after urbeui

character

.
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Along Fillmore, between O'Farrell and Eddy Streets, new buildings must

be at least three stories in height. Above the ground floor commercial

establishments the upper stories can house offices, service establishments,

and/or apartments. Apartment entrances would be located away from the

uninterrupted commercial frontage along Fillmore Street, thus creating

desirable separation of store and residential entrances. Careful design

allows these two activities to be close to one another but not in conflict.

The plan envisions a major anchor tenant in a higher building fronting

on the plaza at the corner of Ellis Way and Fillmore Street. This building

could also house a rooftop restaurant. Other major stores include apparel,

furniture and appliances, hardware and paint, drug, and variety stores.

In addition, there are many smaller retail stores and service shops.

Three supermarkets exist within, or just beyond, the Center area. An

additional market of specialized concessions is proposed for the corner of

Fillmore and Turk Streets, where it can be used in conjunction with two

of the existing supermarkets.

Another proposed use is lodge hall space which can occupy the upper floors

of a new commercial building on Fillmore Street near the Geary Expressway.

A modest new hotel utilizing second and third floor space is proposed to

provide needed guest facilities for the Western Addition. It might well

absorb overflow visitors from the neighboring Japanese Cultural and Trade

Center.
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The new Westside Health Cen'Der is shown in a location on the major

Ellis Street axis facing the nev park and playground. While located

on the edge of the Center, it is in a location readily available from

center parking lots^ bus routes^ and Benjamin Franklin Junior High

School across the park.. It is also proposed that the Fillmore Center

include a new post office for the convenience cf local residences and

businesses-

New commercial recreational facilities should be encouraged to promote

evening use cf the Center o The Center offers an excellent site for a

major theater workshop, which should draw patronage from the entire City.

A cinema, night clubs, and restaurants also are compatible useso Such

uses should be spaced so as to create movement from theater to bowling

alley, for example, and in general to keep pedestrian circulation busy

and continuous. The incidental relations of recreational and community

buildings to shopping facilities will induce spontaneous use and provide

activity in the Center for the whole family group

=

Relation to Surrounding Area

In its relation to the surrounding area the Fillmore Center is fortunately

situated, for it lies in a basin among hills on all sides from which it

can be clearly seeno It lies in the path of a significant street from

which it takes its nameo Fillmore Street is one of San Fxancisco's many

streets that provide varied geography and stirring prospects for which the

City is remembered, an international flavor for which it is also famed, and
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a cultural variety characteristic of the City. From its "beginning at

water level in the Marina, Fillmore Street crosses a "business section of

varying character and then climbs a steep hill in the Pacific Heights area

before descending for a mile -and -a-half from Jackson Street to the heart

of the new Fillmore Center at Ellis Street. For that mile -and -a-half

through the areas of fashionable grocers, florists and an art -movie house,

through the area of hardware stores, everyday markets and shops, through

the areas of national flavor, with the Japanese section the most distinctive,

for this entire distance, the Fillmore Center is in view. It is not now

marked. It is not a focus, but it is in view. Some mark, some focus can

easily be imagined to lead the eye to a place, a destination. The major

tenant can provide a structure sufficiently large and distinguished t'o

serve this role

.

Beyond Ellis the street rises again. At a distance of half a mile, the

Center disappears from view. The north-bound traveler at Fell Street

sees clearly the Center area below him in relation to the continuing per-

spective of Fillmore rising to Pacific Heights.

The urban design, recognizing these viewing points and the importance of

the Street rejects the possibility of making the Center a self-sufficient

place. It concentrates the diffuse commercial development of the existing

street scene in a more coherent pattern without trying for shock or spectacle.

It recognizes the scale of the street as it exists and subtly enlarges upon

it. Redevelopment areas north and south of the Center area interrupt the

continuity of the commercial street scene, but as one enters the Center,

just enough old buildings are retained to link the Center with the more
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distant parts of Fillmore . Along with the old "buildings which form

the desirable visual continuity are new buildings of conpatible 2hara:-er

which increase in number so that to either side of the heart of z'na Ze-zzer

there is a consistency of architectural character.

Thus^ in relation to other areas ^ the sense cf place is developed ":v a

pleasant concentration of the desirable feax-ires cf a San Jranciscc -"reet.

This is enhanced by the planting of street trees, by enphasis on landnarks,

and by care in designing the details of the streets --the distinctive pa'.*lr-g^

the bus stops J the street signs ^ street lights ^ and the like.

Entrances to the Center

Although the design respects the continuity of Fillmore Street and the

surrounding urban patterns, the entrances to the Fillmore Center are -est

iniportant. They should announce the special nature cf the Center. ?rcn

the entrances on, there should be a recognizable consistency in forms,

materials, and colors of the buildings, in the planting, the roadva;.-s and

paths, and the street furniture. Therefore, these forms, materials, and

colors must be clearly stated at the entrances. This statecient of the

visual character of the Center requires more emphasis for \-ehicular en-

trances than for pedestrian entrances because of the multiple distractions

to the motorist and the brief time in which he may perceive the entrance

features

.

There are two formal vehicular entrances, excepting the access tc parking

areas from the peripheral streets. These, the north and south entrances
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on Fillmore Street^ present different opportunities and perform a

different set of fxinctionso

The south entrance occurs at the intersection of Fillmore Street with

Turk Streets Turk is now a major through traffic street, carrying one-

way traffic westward emd is scheduled to become a two-way throughway.

Because of the intersection, this entrance will be seen from a considerable

distance along Fillmore to the souths Architectiiral form and tall trees

will here have a chance of being seen in whole . Strong illumination on

sunny days will contrast with the shaded facades on one side or the other

of the approach o The approach to this entrance directly from the south

along Fillmore does not present the chief problem. From Fillmore to the

south the deeper parts of the Center are seen, the lines of trees, the

uniform height of the new b\iildings, the change in pavement, and the

arches across three successive intersections will convey the sense of

place and mark the Center area. However, most vehicles will approach

this entrance along Turk from east or west and the Fillciore entrance would

be only another intersection unless something significant is introduced.

The design, reflecting these considerations, lines Turk Street on the Center

side with trees, but introduces an extensive break in the line at Fillmore.

This is a long-distance signal, first of the special area and then of the

entrance to the special area. The design contrives further to stop the

eye with a facade set back ^0 feet from the Fillmore Street building line

.

This facade on sunny days will be sharply defined at most times by bright
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sun or deep shade « The symmetry of the entrance permits this effect

from both east and west with, of course, a reversal of sun and shade

»

The spaces thus created form sunny plazas around which the character-

istic architectural form of the Center can be clearly seen, in which

the specially designed street signs and furniture can be announced

»

Special paving begins here, and bus shelters give the final point of

emphasis.

The north entrance on Fillmore offers far more restricted opportunities.

The north boundary of the Western Addition Area 2 lies some distance

south of the Fillmore -Geary intersection and is screened from Geary by

a continuous wall of large buildings = A subtle marking of the entrance

is appropriate here in the form of a break between the existing buildings

outside of the boundary and the new ones instde. The major emphasis is

left to the first set of arches spanning an intersection- -at O'Farrell

Street. New buildings, characteristic of the Center, begin at the boundary,

and the lines of trees begin at Geaiy. Thus the arches, although the

first point of emphasis from the north, are set in the context of archi-

tecture, planting, and paving.

It is unfortunate that the Geary Street buildings screen the Center. With-

out them it would require ingenuity to make the entrance to the Center

apparent from Geary because of the underpass. With them it is impossible.

It is an additional misfortune that these buildings are of such large

scale as to dominate the building types recommended as economically feasible
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for the Center. All T>DSsi"bilities sh^'jli le eicclcr^i fcr c-enlii^

the Filliaore ^Tenter to Gear:,- a- leas-

north entrance levelc-z^n* scze-T^a- z;

ie r.

T'-Lrk. (The nev s-jperz^-rLce- cn Z—'cr/ cf

character consistent with the Center., 7:

find its natural linl-s

.

^ — -• -

Entrances fcr pedestrians are less

is less likely tc pass -hrc-j-gh the

entrance for hlz. s/.c-li z=^-:2 hin «-=

to it. The Ellis 3~ree- in~ersec-icns at Steiner an

are the najor pedestrian entrances. Tne

these entrances. I-s tree -line i length,

its plazas, and its arches give it its s;

entrances = ?rcn the east, --hich is ieve^

Weoster. ?rcn the vest . vhich is cten t;

c — .

inspection, \'ariety cf light

trian vaj^.

Retent^ cn anl ^.ehah' Z-itat"' c

The design retains a nuncer :

doing so sure several. The 'r\



I
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They establish contrast with buildings in a rev archi^ect^iral idiora

Euid prevent a feeling of too much control. The :li.er buildings will

eventually become prospective sites for new const r'j.ction alloving the

Center to change gradually through •che years ani isveloT; iis cv:i uziiq..:e

character not fixed forever in the mold of one single year.

Three criteria guided zhe sels2oion cf c-jiliings re3c~-e-iei i^r re":e:L~i

as part of the FiUmore Center design- -(a; structural s c -jiina s s , (b) -."al

of function, and (c) ^rLs^ia' r::erit.

Structures eligible in one cr ncre cf these criteria then bad to pass

the test of fitting appropriately into the wfaola concept of the Center.

Buildings which mee": tbese tests have "been retained. An exaiaple is t'rie

bowling alley building. Tte condition of the cuilding vculd not in ±z~e

justify retention. The visual interest is not strong, altbo^-igh acceptab

The main reason for its retention is the function cf proiriding

and desirable recreation. With rehabilitation, it passes the fir^ -est

of fitting into the whole concept, for i- is a source cf activi-qy in ~'~

evening and on holidays, drawing people in, helping to rsie zhe area.

literally a Center.

Two churches offer a special inducemen- fcr re-e--ion beyond their plac^

in the conniunity. Although neither by itself is cf strong visual nerit,

together they are. These two large archive c--jral ziassas necj;- , c-j.' not

in the center of the area, have been given a setting of a pla~a seed a

pedestrian avenue to create one of the inportant vjrcan spaces i
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Certain other buildings eligible for retention because they were

structurally sound, socially useful, or visually interesting have

not been retained because they did not fit into the vhole concept.

For example, the warehouse, perhaps architecturally the best building

in the area, induces a great deal of undesirable truck traffic and

requires parking and unloading facilities for large vans. Its location

interferes with the internal circulation system of the proposed Center.

Other sound buildings have not been retained because they were in

locations where they would destroy the possibility of establishing

the new architectural environment desired.

Existing housing around the perimeter of the Center is shown for retention

whenever rehabilitation appeared financially feasible. Old buildings in

this edge location can enrich the surrounding area, particularly where

these surrounding developments must be all new construction. New housing,

closing the gaps with rehabilitated houses, should be as close in scale,

in character, and even in detail to the existing as is economically

feasible

.

Immediately outside our study boundaries are several buildings worthy of

retention. Fronting on Geary are the Masonic Auditorium and Beth Israel

Synagogue . The existing Municipal Railway Powerhouse on the corner of

Fillmore and Turk Streets is of visual interest and could be converted

to community use, possibly as a gymnasium or recreation center. It also

offers possibilities for a night club or other special commercial use.
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Architectural Character

The architectural character of the Center is strong and simple so as

to be an appropriate "backdrop (l) for the diverse activities of the

Center, (2) for the displays in the store vindovs, (3) for the imper-

tinencies of the detailed elements such as telephone booths, trash

containers, traffic signs, etc., and {h) for the not -too -controlled

displays of advertising art. Buildings should be of a generally uniform

three or four stories in order to provide enclosure along the street and

to provide contrast with the relative spaciousness at the central plaza.

The exception is the major anchor tenant, vhose building should be higher.

Along Fillmore Street runs a continuous 10 -foot wide arcade which serves

as a shelter for shoppers. Concrete arcade columns mark a familiar rhythm

and scale. The arcades act as a strong identifying element for the entire

Center. Store front signs along Fillmore are within the arcade. The

forms of the permanent buildings are strong and unconfused. Interest and

variety are gained through the play of light and shade on the arcades,

landscaping, color, flags, awnings, and details of the plaza.

Existing residences and other buildings which will become part of the new

Fillmore Center require varying degrees of rehabilitation. Buildings

retained for their visual interest should be restored to their original

condition. Other older buildings require changes in character and color

to conform to the Center's high standards of design.
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The buildings should be of simple form avoiding architectural gyiiinastics

.

A rather solid appearance to the upper stories will make the competitive

displays below more effective. Enough order- -even at the risk of dullness—

should be imposed on tte major architectijiral forms so that a lack of

order will be tolerable and even desirable in the commercial displays.

The architectural design should provide some clear separation between

shops --a clearly expressed column, would do^ or a section of solid wall.

Between such separation and below the arcade line, tiie shopkeepers should

be allowed full freedom in design at the shop front and display windows

»

Individual taste in window design and display must be permitted » The

shopkeeper must be allowed an opportunity to make his own mistakes in

order to have imagination, pride, variety, and. the characteristic ebullience

of the best urban streets o The upper stories should extend over the arcade

to bring the building forms closer to the street for the sense of enclosure

desired o Generally uniform materials and textures are desirable.

Tenants that do not have merchandise to display--banks and utility companies,

for example --should not occupy long stretches of pedestrian ways. Consider

how delightful Grant Street is between Pine and Bush where wares are dis-

played in every window and how dull Grant Street is between Bush and Sutter

where the few shop windows are overwhelmed by the facades of a hotel, a

bank, and a utility company. Consider another lesson to be learned here:

how welcome are the natural irregularities of stonework compared with

smooth synthetic materials, how welcome even the egg -and-dart moldings

of earlier fashion compared with today's ext.ruded aluminum, where the

pedestrian must walk along buildings into which he cannot see.
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Key Landmarks

The urban design creates a central plaza as a major landmark. The

landmark that captures the eye at a distance and suggests a destination

announces that destination at close quarters. This major landmark is

enhanced by a fountain. The designer of this important feature must be,

carefulHy selected and then given amply creative freedom to produce an

imaginative design of excellence. -

The urban design introduces a modified version of the lighted arches which

once spanned the intersections of Fillmore Street. Not. truly graceful in

their original form, they suggest a graceful concept. The arch forms

will be revived at the Eddy_, Ellis/ and O'Farrell intersections vith

Fillmore. Lighted at night, they will provide the landmark and focus

desired at all hours and could well serve as a graphic symbol for Center-

wide promotion. The central arch includes a clock, that traditional and

reliable focus of attention.

The various open spaces, planted spaces, &.nd gathering places will be

landmarks hailed from various directions. At different scale, the dis-

tinctive bus shelters will be landmarks. Pieces of sculpture are to be

hoped for as smaller landmarks.

The paving surface should be developed as an identification. This is a

very serious part of the urban design. The ubiqiiitous asphalt of our

cities is no^c the only possible paving material. Perhaps its lack of

character is an asset if one surface only is used. How large it looms
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in our cityscape \ If this Center is to have a sense of place , no

single choice of material can be so significant as the choice of paving.

It is therefore the strongest recommendation of the Consultants, in

clear expectation of opposition to departure from consistent Cltyvlde

practice, that the pavement on Fillmore within the Center he of brick.

The color and the texture, especially, will make of the largest and most

constantly vieved surface a source of delight. Sidewalks should be

designed with a range of suitable materials. Asphalt can be used appro-

priately for parking areas

.

Important Design Details

These are many and each can contribute to a sense of place. The landscaping

plan utilizes trees and planting as elements of the urban design. Land-

scaping is carefully used not only for its inherent beauty but to establish

the character of individual shopper routes and to define the use of par-

ticular open spaces. At the plaza, foliage is a counterpoint to the paving.

Generally, trees are treated as formal elements of the plan. Street trees

closely line both sides of Fillmore Street. Planting in the parking areas

is treated more informally. In order to keep maintenance at a minimum,

most planting is of a permanent nature. There is no grass, although

portable flower boxes add color.

The thoughtful design and arrangement of secondary architectural elements

and urban furnit\ire- -utility devices, and sidewalk paraphernalia—is of

utmost importance in realizing the objectives of the plan. The impression
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of aimless scatter must be avoided. Mailboxes, telephone booths,

parking meters, nevs racks, fire alarms, and trash containers, should

be carefully located and tied into the overall paving and planting plan.

Utilities should be placed underground. It is assumed that overhead

wires for trolley buses wiLl be unnecessary by the time construction

is to proceed o If they are necessary, their supports should be made

unobtrusive and the arches should be utilized where appropriate. At

the intersection of Turk Street and Fillmore are two free-standing bus

shelters with concrete columns which recall the arcade

.

A number of small free-standing shops are located in the public spaces.

They are planned for quick service vending of newspapers, magazines, ice

cream, tobacco, and such items. Simple benches are located where appro-

priate, such as on Ellis Way.

Street lighting is achieved with limited recourse to free-standing light

posts. Lighted arches, globes mounted on arcade columns and under the

arcade, supply street illumination. Store window lighting is an important

component of the street illumination. Parking area lighting can be

largely located among the trees.

The colors of the buildings themselves should be limited in range. Inte-

grally colored materials should be given preference . Strong color should

be permitted in advertising, street furniture, and signs.





CARRYING OUT THE DESIGN

The design presented herein is the outgrovth of action initiated 07

the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency with the cooperation of the

Fillmore Merchants and Improvement Association. This study provides

a three-dimensional concept and set of general design standards for

the physical redevelopment of the Fillmore commercial district o The

design is consistent with the economic program prepared by the Agency's

Consultants. It adheres to the recommendations of the respective

initiating groups, public agencies, and potential purchasers.

The scope of the study does not include plans to accommodate the require-

ments of specific tenants nor detailed architectural study of specific

buildings. Precise needs and detailed design will be related to the

program of the specific developer. This design is not intended to sub-

stitute for detailed study and the creative insight of the architects

ultimately responsible for the implementation of the specific development

proposal.

Specific procedures for effectuating the urban design for the Fillmore

Center are suggested as follows:

1. Disposition procedures and disposition documents should

be the prime control in effectuating the urban design.

As a condition of sale, the Redevelopment Agency should

specify that purchasers adhere to the design concept

presented herein, except as they may demonstrate to the

Agency's satisfaction a clearly superior design within

the economic framework upon which the design is predicated.

-26-
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2. The developer should be required to retain architects

and other design consultants of recognized talent and

ability; the redeveloper must agree to submit plans

and specifications for buildings, paving, landscaping,

street furniture, and all exterior signs to the Agency

for reviev and approval.

3. No deviations from the disposition of circulation

elements, open spaces, or building envelope criteria

should be permitted.

To insure active use of the Center throughout the day

and evening, specific sites (as shovn) should be reserved

for commercial recreation and other nonretail types of

commercial use.

5. Specific sites (as shovn) should be reserved for public

and institutional uses.

6. With the exception of the anchor tenant, the design of

buildings along Fillmore Street between Eddy and O'Farrell

Streets clearly should be the responsibility of one

architect. The smallest acceptable increment of develop-

ment subject to unified control should be a block at a

time on both sides of Fillmore including the development

of parking and pedestrian vays. Land sales should reflect

this design objective

.
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7. The buildings to either side of the south entrance

on Fillmore should be of unified design, each in-

corporating 4-0 -foot setbacks from the corner in each

direction so as to form a pair of distinctive entrance

plazas o

If the structures to either side of the north entrance

on Fillmore located in the first Western Addition Re-

development Area are reconstructed, a similar pattern

of development should be required-

8. The plans of public agencies and utilities responsible

for providing any facilities which are subject to public

view should become part of the detailed exterior design.

The Agency should obtain the right to review the locations

and specific designs proposed by such agencies as the

Department of Public Works, Fire Department, Municipal

Railway, Police Department, Pacific Gas and Electric,

and Pacific Telephone. Without the cooperation of these

organizations, the urban design will be seriously com-

promised.

9. In regard to buildings designated for rehabilitation,

detailed design criteria should be developed, particularly

with respect to changes in external appearance. The

Agency should provide specific recommendations regarding

exterior rehabilitation.
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10. Design review shoiild specifically include exterior

color schemes for both old and nev construction.

11. Design review should specifically include exterior

signs --both private and public. The basic intent

of sign review is to prevent a cycle of ever larger,

more grotesque signs competing for attention; such

chaos is self-defeating.

Signs should be limited to identifying stores and

services in the Center with general advertising. signs

prohibited.

Signs on arcaded stores should be placed within the

arcade—either hanging from the ceiling of the arcade

(but with minimum clearance of 10 feet from the ground)

or flat against the shops. The maximum size of hanging

or projecting signs is 12 square feet. In any case,

no signs should project beyond the arcade line . Within

the arcade there are no other restrictions on signs

applied directly to storefronts nor are there restrictions

on shape, color, or lettering style.

Outside of arcades, signs should be flat against wall

siirfaces subject to careful design review. Neon and/or
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floating signs may be acceptable if attractively

designed. Many signs should be discouraged. The

Agency should select a set of standardized type faces

and colors from which tenants could have their choice.

The use of symbols is actively encouraged in all cases.

The sign of the anchor tenant should be approached

imaginatively and may depart from these standards. It

should be substantial in size. It is essential that it

be designed by an artist of recognized ability.

12. The Agency should take full advantage of regulations which

would allow many elements of the Center to be designed

and constructed as site improvements under the guidance

of the Redevelopment Agency. These elements include

street furniture, street signs, walkways, sidewalks,

pools, landscaping, and similar items.

13' The Agency should exert careful and detailed review of

all exterior elements which will form part of the new

Fillmore Center and should not hesitate to reject designs

which are not of high quality or are not consistent with

the urban design for the Fillmore Center.
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